Cloud computing provides organizations large and small the scalability and efficiency needed to keep pace with business today. However, the success of your cloud strategy hinges on how easy it is for your users to access and take advantage of all the capabilities of new cloud applications. Their experience will directly impact how effectively they use these new capabilities. Therefore, ensuring optimal cloud application performance, and an optimal user experience, must be key considerations in your cloud adoption strategy.

Based on the wildly successful Microsoft Office suite of products, Office 365 is one of the most popular and most successful business cloud applications available today. Industry analysts predict the popularity of Office 365 will grow to nearly 700 million users by 2022. But unlike with its on-premises counterpart, the Office 365 performance and user experience depends heavily on the efficiency and performance of your network. To deliver the response times and overall experience your users expect, you need to optimize your network.
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365 applications, operations, and traffic flows. You can then implement simple and effective policies to protect, prioritize, or restrain traffic by application, user, or flow on your internet access link, thus ensuring network bandwidth is properly allocated based on your business priorities.

The PacketShaper approach for delivering a high-quality Office 365 user experience is simple and effective:

- **Separate and categorize** – Identify business-critical traffic, such as Office 365, via the on-board application classification engine and the Symantec Global Intelligence Network.

PacketShaper groups Office 365 applications, services, and flows into an Office 365 class tree, making it easy for administrators to apply QoS policies and effectively manage the performance of Office 365-related traffic.

- **Apply QoS policies** – Ensure Office 365 traffic gets its needed bandwidth and is favored over lower priority network traffic.

- **Monitor network performance and bandwidth efficiency** – Use the real-time dashboard to identify issues and make necessary adjustments, as needed, for an optimal user experience.

PacketShaper monitors traffic flows, bandwidth utilization, and network conditions in real time, and automatically manages application traffic based on policies you have established. For example, Office 365 data pulled from, and sent to, the cloud will have guaranteed bandwidth to ensure acceptable performance.

Real-time applications have different bandwidth and response time requirements. Your users’ experience can be impacted by the performance of latency-sensitive applications, such as voice and video in Skype for Business. Traffic congestion and packet loss can degrade performance for these applications. With PacketShaper granular control
capabilities, you can prioritize and guarantee bandwidth on a per-call or per-flow basis to ensure smooth data flows and a superior user experience.

PacketShaper can further improve application performance with its patented TCP Rate Control technology. It effectively regulates the TCP traffic packet-sizing and -transferring rate, which eliminates packet drops and retransmissions to optimize data flows between your network and remote servers in the cloud.

PacketShaper gives you the visibility and control to ensure a sufficient amount of network resources will be allocated to important business applications, such as Office 365, while accommodating recreational use when excess bandwidth is available. It is important to know you can support a user-friendly network environment without hurting the performance of business-critical applications.

**PacketShaper QoS for Office 365**

- **Guarantee**: Skype: Video, VoIP
- **Protect**: Office 365 Exchange, Office Online, Email, SkyDrive
- **Control**: YouTube, Facebook, BYOD
Conclusion

To become more efficient and competitive by using cloud solutions such as Office 365, you need to ensure your users can get the most out of them. Their experience with these applications and services will directly impact the success of your cloud adoption strategy. PacketShaper can effectively identify, prioritize, and control your network traffic, enabling you to:

- Confidently adopt cloud applications and services
- Promote productivity by reserving bandwidth for critical and real-time apps that align with your business priorities
- Eliminate unnecessary bandwidth increases to save on operating costs

Contact Symantec or a Symantec authorized partner and learn how we can help you succeed in your migration to the cloud and to Office 365, and how to effectively manage the growing challenges in today’s evolving business network environment.

About Symantec

Symantec Corporation (NASDAQ: SYMC), the world’s leading cyber security company, helps organizations, governments and people secure their most important data wherever it lives. Organizations across the world look to Symantec for strategic, integrated solutions to defend against sophisticated attacks across endpoints, cloud and infrastructure. Likewise, a global community of more than 50 million people and families rely on Symantec’s Norton and LifeLock product suites to protect their digital lives at home and across their devices. Symantec operates one of the world’s largest civilian cyber intelligence networks, allowing it to see and protect against the most advanced threats. For additional information, please visit www.symantec.com or connect with us on Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn.